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Bed Bug Sheet 
 
We have found that extensive preparations can disturb and spread the infestations throughout the home.  We have 
little preparations before initial service.  After the initial service you may have some prep before follow up that occurs 
about a week after the initial service.  All people and pets except fish must leave house during treatment and not 
re-enter for 4 hours or until dry.  Fish tank need to be covered and all filters and pumps unplugged. Bed bug service 
includes a 90 day service agreement from the initial treatment.  Client cooperation is required for elimination.  The 
office will call to schedule a follow up service in about 2 weeks.  The client must call to schedule additional follow up 
services if live  bed bugs are found within the 90 day period.  
 

Prep List   
● Vacuum the floors and pay special attention to baseboards.  If you used powder such as diatomaceous 

earth please vacuum that up as well.  
 

● Please empty bag/container outside after each use.  
 

● Please make sure your home is clean and clutter free.  Please don’t take things from room to room and take 
a chance on spreading the infestation.  

 
● Don’t apply pesticides on your own.  Without proper chemical and knowledge you may spread the 

infestation.  
 

● If you have been self treating please stop immediately.  
 
 

Post Treatment 
 

● Make sure home is dry before entering.  If you come into contact with treatment before it dries please wash 
immediately.  After you have entered your home please resume your normal activities.  This is vital to 
eliminating the bed bug infestation.  Bed bugs need to come out of hiding and go through our barrier 
treatment, If you avoid certain areas the bed bugs won’t come out of hiding.  If you have a bedroom or other 
rooms with furniture that is only used some of the time please use those areas 2 or 3 times a week.  

 
● If our service tech ask you to launder and cloths please turn dryer on highest setting.  Temperatures over 

140 degrees or above have been proven to kill all stages of bed bugs.  
 

● After the initial service you may still see bed bugs.  Bed bugs hide between feeding and with a host available 
will feed about every 5 to 10 days.  After a bed bug has come into contact with our treatment it may take 3 to 
7 days before it dies.  Please take notes of activity and let our tech know on the follow up service.  

 
● Please eliminate all bridges for bed bugs to reach bed or furniture without crossing our treatment.  Bridges 

would include furniture touching walls and baseboards  Blanket or other items on bed touching floors should 
also be avoided.  

 
● Follow any directions the service tech leaves for you.  


